
AMONG THE ESQUIMAUX WITH SCHWATKA.

into my tent with a rabbit's foot in his hand,
which he occasionally drewý.across his eye-
lids, to remove the perspiration that would
otherwise have caused him great annoy-
ance. I was surprised to see the "hare's
fbot," which has for so long been the favor-
ite paint and powder puff of the green-
room, put to a kindred use in the hands
of a savage.

The Esquimaux women are exceedingly
expert in the use of the needle, and. make
many ornamental pieces of clothing, as well
as bags for various purposes. They have
ý»ot yet reacbed that degree of civilization
that makes pockets a necessity, and so each
man carries a bag, more or less ornamental
according to the taste or skill of his wife.
Some are very pretty indeed, exhibiting
agreeable contrasts of color by using the
skin of several animals, or the skin from
different parts of the sanie animal. Since
the advent of the whalers in the northern
waters, cloth can occasionally be obtained
for the purpose of bag-making, and some
made of that material show excellent taste
and judgment in the choice ofbeads of
various colors, with which they a're often
profusely adorned. Reindeers' teeth also
are used for ornament, and dangle from the
fringe that decorates the hunter's pouch or
adorns the bead-work breast-plate upon his
wife's cdat; as may be imagined, these pre-
sent a ghastly appearance, owing to their
resemblance to human teeth. The hunter
does not usually wear the pouch or bag
hanging in front of him, by passing the
string over the back of his neck, but passes
the string around the front of his neck and
lets the bag dangle behind. In this recep-
tacle he carries his pipe and tobacco, his
matches or flint and steel, his box of caps
and.the little box containing et-tu-m-yér-
the leaves of a small running vine dried and
chopped fine to mix with his tobacco. It is
only when hunting or traveling alone that.
he carries the bag at all. - When his wife
is with himi she must %carry whatever. is
necessary, and for this purpose she'uses her
hood, which is unnecessarily long, or puts the
articles in her loose stocking. When the lord
and giaster wants. his pipe, he turns to his
obedient slave, and says : "Pay-ú"-let-e-now 1"
(where is the pipe ?)-whereupon she cuts the
tobacco,,fills and lights the pipe, and, after
a few puffs as reward, hands.it to her majestic
ruler. * He would, perhaps, fin; the cold
wind disagreeable to his hands should he
remove his mittens to prepare the pipe, so
the wife must suffer. When building their
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snow-huts, the men wear long mittens of
reindeer fur, made,-like gauntlets, to cover
the end of the coat-sleeve, where they are tied
down to keep out.the snow while they are
cutting and handling the blocks. These are
carried on the sled during a march, and, of
course, through the day are frozen stiff
Shortly before halting, the wife bas to put these
frozen mittens inside the btosom of her dress,
and next to her bare skin,'that they may be
thawed out and warm by the time her bus-
band wants to wear them. Or, if this pre-
caution be neglected, she must put them
upon her own hands first, and, thaw them
in that way. While the men cut the snow-
blocks and build the, bouse, the women
chink the cracks, and, if it is very cold or
windy weather, cover the building with
snow by means of a wooden snow-shovel.
When it is completed, the women arranlge the
beds, ligbt the lamps, and make the habita-
tion as comfortable as possible. The bus-
band's frozen shoes and stockings are
passed over to the wife, to beat off the snow
and ice, and place them over the lamp to'
dry. *This duty often keeps the weary
woman awake nearly ail night, while the
husband sleeps away bis fatigue and arises
to put on dry stockings' in the morning.
No wonder that the Esquimaux seldom
travel without their women:

In my correspondence with the "New
York Herald," a full account was given of
seal and walrus hunting, but notbing was
there said concerning the n*ethod of killing
ducks and geese by spearing. In hunting
the seal during the winter and spring, while
the air is too cold for him to find comfort
in sunning himself on the surface of the
ice, the hungry Esquimaux bas to look for
his prey through ice of from two to twenty
feet in tbickness. Here, again, are shown
the excellent qualities possessed by bis
much-abused dog. The little hole through
which the seal inhales bis fresh air commu-
nicates directly with the well-like hole by
which he approaches the -surface of the
water. The dog's keen instinct scents the
blow-hole, though, as is often the case, it be
covered with snow, and conducts his master
to the spot. A shelter is then built by
erecting a few blocks of snow to break the
force of the wind, and the patient hunter
takes bis place for a long and dreary watch
for the return of the seal to breathe. He
cannot walk around, for that would frighten
away the animal, and sometimes bis vigil
bas been known to extend over two days at
one sitting. When the long spring days
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